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THE SOLUTION OP THE INITIAL VALUE IHCBLiSK FOR THE GENERAL DYNAMIC 
EQUATIONS IN NONLINEAR ELASTICITY UNDER DAMPING CONDITIONS 
Herbert Beokert 
Leipzig9 GDR 
Let G be an elastio body in equilibrium under fixed boundary 
conditions with a stress distribution (f° (x°) c C^G^.Starting 
with an initial impulse and initial displacement at 
(1) ^°<*°> «r°(x°) 9 u° (x°) - £ ° ( x
0 ) c C~(G°) 
we follow the resulting movement of the Lagrangean points x° of 
the body GQ.In a fixed position (x9t) this movement can be des-
cribed by the nonlinear dynamic equations in Euler form s 
(2) £( X ft)-4Ji (x.t) •oxv1(x9t) • X1(x) • ^3ifj(*tt) 9 
r^fxjt) 9 £(x9t) and -< expressing the velocity vector9the density 
and the constant damping coefficient in the position (xft).The 
difficulty of the initial value problem (2)9(1) arises from the 
faet that the divergence tf'-H -I(X»*) of the stress tensor depends 
upon the history of the path of the Lagrangean point x° to x du-
ring the time interval [o9t] »Another difficulty is that in gene-
ral discontinuities will be caused by reflection from the boun-
dary .In our theory we consider initial datas(l) with compact sup-
port in G and follow the deformation as long as it arrives at the 
boundary within the time interval,say 0& t4t*.Here we construct 
regular solutions of our intial value problem (2)9(1).Global re-
gular solutions for all times cannot be expected as in the case of 
the linear wave equations because of the oomplicated interaction 
of changing stresses in the area of reflection.If in a small boun-
dary layer the movement of the particles is stopped by strong dam-
ping material,our solutions can be set forward for t> t+ by the 
same procedure as for 0 *. t £t above .The strong regularity as-
sumptions (1) can be reduced considerably by standard approxima-
tion methods.InfSjE. Treffts derived the expression of the second 
variation of the elastio potential U x with respeot to the deformed 
body <*x 
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under the assumption that the resulting stress distribution k ..(y) 
OTer a state arising by admissable displacementst 
O x-^O y t x± • wi(xi) « yi 9 i « 19293 
can be split into the sum 
(4) k^v(y) - <£y(x) +x; v(x) 
in which the additional stresses fu^ (x) are to b. calculated 
within the framework of the linear theory i 
a(w9w) ia the well known expression of the elastio'potential in 
the linear elasticity theory.Vor long range deformations one has 
to modify the elastio oonstants in a(w9w) to depend on the present 
or more general past stress distributions to obtain an adequate 
description by means of (3) or by more general nonlinear transition 
rules, Let u(x9t -t.-) define the elastic motion G x-*G a t x + 
u(x9t2 -t<.) » z,under suitable regularity assumptions we reoeiTe 
for t2-->t1t seeLf] the limit equations (6)t 
(6) ?(x) ^-{^K^ri^-I- L,(|V)>^fw * - •• 
I^^ is the Lagrangean of the second Tariation Q 2 (-f 9*f). 
(6) is the starting point for the following approximation for the 
solution of our initial problem (2),(1).Before,we mention that in 
the oase of damping material ^ is supposed to be oonstant,wheras 
in the oase << » 0 our method coTers exactly the change of { during 
the motion,^ .DiTiding the time interval I t £o,tJ t O ^ C t g . . . 
. <t n • t we determine in the first step the Teotor uj(x
0
9t) along 
O^t'4 t̂  as the solution of the linear ware equation (7) under the 
condition (1) and boundary oondltion u|(C9t) - 09<rV^<*0 t 
(7) t (o J&L ̂ • w + ii M4Vx,*) ~ <r 
L| (a*0) is the Lagrangean of the seoond Tariation Q2(u9u) orcr 
aQ corresponding to the giTen stress distributiono^y (x°)» (7) 1* 
a consequenoe of the dynamic equations (2) and the equilibrium con-
ditions OTer G0.Aooording to (4)9(5) the transition ^ 0->^ • 
xj • u | ( x ° , t . | ) • xj defines at time t-j the new stress distri-
bution 
(8) <r;1y(x
1) -«*y(x°) **°y(x°). 
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The starting point for the further approximation must be (6). 
Seoond steps Along the interval t^ f £ tg the velocity 
of the points x1c G-, t u
1 (x1 ff - tt) • f*(x* ft,-t1) is to 
be calculated by solving the initial value problem for the linear 
wave equation t 
(rty-J^K^t'-t,)^-^ - - 4 («-1> t*u\v-*i) 
und.r tho conditions* 
(1p) uiU
1,0) -y(x1 ,0) - ^ ( x 0 , ^ ) , /f^cr-.f-t .) - 0 
"4t(x
1,0) -.^J(x1,0) - v%% ( x° .*,) . <fcUv 
The transit ion G-i~*Go i s defined by > 
(11) x1 + ,u1 (x1 .tg-t^ - x1 • J V ( x \ f - V « • - x2 
with the new stress configuration cTLy(x ) aooording to (4). 
In the same way we proceed further and calculate ^ (x ff -tg) 
• •• ^ ^ ( x 1- 1, f - t±-1) •• t. 
(12) »1-B1-^ a± t x
1 - x1-1 • ( A^i-1(x
l-1ff - t1-t) df. 
Iffas we supposef the initial state over GQ is statlo stable, 
the seoond variation (3) Is posltiv definlt there. Thusf the corres-
ponding eigenvalue problem has strictly posltiv eigenvalues,the 
set of elgenfunotions is eomplete in HQ 2 (G0).?he solutions 
^ (x ft
,-tjL) can be constructed by the well known Fourier method. 
As long as MinX£> *f we get with ̂ | «Wj -$jf the expansions 
(13) ̂ 1(x1ff -tt) -ITe-V2(f-t^ -ji C O B ^ T (tf-ti) Yi (xi} „ 
47-^/2(f -t±) j j s i n ^ f ( t . . t i ) vi (xi} 
^xSf-t,) .XTe-^(t,-ti)RB1 sinRtf-t,) ̂ (x1)* 
^ ^ ( v - V ^ T ^ C0<jjfT(t^ti) ̂ i ) . 
_c-y2 oj/^x^f-t^ 
in the l*th step with the elgenfunotions and eigenvalues TJ(X ) f 
J\ J •Summing up the transitions (12) we receive for G0~*Gp • 
(14) f{(x°) - 4 , k « 1,2,3 • 
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In[i|] we havo provedi For t c I 8 t 0 v t « 8 ^ t
+ the curves (14) 
converge uniformly in C*"^^) -* C2(I8) to curves x « f(x?t) 
which define the motion of the continuum 0 Q under the initial 
conditions (1),further on,the stress components are converging 
too in Q**r .The corresponding limit equations (6) are fulfilled 
in each moment.Thus,because of (7)»we conclude that the dynamic 
equations (2) are fulfilled along this motion. 
If the motion,constructed,reaches the boundary,discontinuities 
caused by reflection will travel inside.To overcome these diffi-
culties we suppose that within a small boundary layer 0 CO the 
movement of the particles dies down by high damping .Introducing 
a C'5*-function y (x »t) on G^ being equal to one on the inner 
domain 0^ - 0 with supp y'(x*-,t)<: 0 ,we define the transi-
tions (12) now byt £. 
(15) xx - X1*1 • J ] (x\f ) <f (^.f-t^ldt* 
As a small strip around the boundary shall remain fixed,the stress 
cannot change there.Thus,we can perform our existence proof in 
exactly the aame way under the new conditions for times t £ t*. 
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